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Abstract

We introduce a novel approach for online facial compo-
nents tracking based on energy minimization criterion. The
tracker, known asEMoTracker, employs template match-
ing as the principal technique. As feature appearance
changes during tracking, template matching suffers in pro-
viding good detection results. Therefore, instead of utilizing
only the similarity (correlation values) independently, we
add global constraints of facial components placement on
face as additional parameters when searching correspond-
ing components. In order to define the correct areas, we
first list out n areas (which are the candidates) for eyes and
mouth employing template matching technique. These can-
didates are arranged in high to low correlation order. Se-
lections of correct candidates among these candidates are
made based on energy minimization criterion. Additionally,
an automatic feature selector and an adaptive face model
have been incorporated with EMoTracker to handle track-
ing from multiple type of faces and non-frontal faces, re-
spectively. Our proposed method also requires no manual
initialization and parameter tuning.

1. Introduction

In the framework of tracking eyes and mouth in real-
time, there are lots of techniques have been proposed. These
include intrusive and non-intrusive techniques depending
on how the system requirements are. As for the methods,
they can be broadly categorized into knowledge-based, fea-
ture invariant (e.g. texture, skin color, shapes, size, etc.),
appearance-based methods (e.g. eigenface, SVM, Bayes
Classifier, etc.), and template matching (TM) [17]. We em-
ploy TM as the principal technique in our work. Despite
of its simplicity, for implementation, it suffers from light-
ing condition, background noises and weak towards rota-
tion. Because of these reasons, it is not applicable directly
in tracking framework [4]. Works employing TM as the

principal technique (in tracking framework) will either use
it only during initialization [2] or small and limited subwin-
dow size at the interested area after being localized during
initialization [4][6].

In contrast with these ancestors methods, we apply TM
in each frame. The facial components that we are interested
in are eyes, mouth and pupils. Being able to track these fa-
cial components at high detection accuracy and speed, we
are looking forward to utilize this tracker for some other
applications, for example, head gestures recognition, facial
expression for security, human-robot interactive communi-
cation, etc. The principal idea in this work is to combine
image correlation results with face geometrical constraints
of facial components placement on face. Assumption that
“when eyes and mouth are placed correctly according to
some face geometrical constraints, the total energy is mini-
mized” is used to define correct components. These compo-
nents are said to haveenergy minimization criterion (EMC)
when they comply with this assumption. In order to define
how the energy is minimized mathematically, we introduce
two functions that take into consideration the correlation
values and face geometrical constraints. We also prepare
a face model– a model built based on face center (vertical
and horizontal) lines. This model is utilized as the TM plat-
form. On top of that, as face is not a static object, we make
the model changes adaptively during tracking. The contri-
bution of this work is to provide a method to track not only
eyes and mouth but the surrounding area as well, as long
as they exist within the view of a camera. As the result,
the tracker can be widely used by various applications and
therefore, allows one to use information from these areas
for other applications.

The approach presented in this paper has similar concept
with the work proposed by Funayama et al.[3] and Smith et
al.[11]. The former has successfully extracted facial com-
ponents (regardless face orientation) using a method known
ascooperative nets, which comes originally from a method
proposed by Sakaue et al.(active nets)[9]. We adopt the idea
of mouth center is always perpendicular to the line con-



necting the center of both eyes to select mouth from their
work. This creates robustness towards face clockwise or
anti-clockwise rotation (roll action). The latter reports a
tracking method to track pupils and mouth corners to mon-
itor driver alertness. We use similar method in our work
when tracking pupils but however, for eyes detection, TM
is employed. To realize this approach as an online appli-
cation, we reduce the area for TM by employing color in-
formation to detect human skin-color pixels and create face
area from the detected pixels. The largest skin-color region
is considered as the face area. Horizontal size (width) of
this face area is utilized to estimate size of corresponding
facial components. By doing this, the tracker is capable
of adjusting the patch size automatically during TM when
the tracked subject moves nearer or further from the cam-
era. After detecting and localizing each facial components,
tracking is performed by searching at previously detected
position. In order to track from non-frontal pose, an adap-
tive face model is proposed. Results reveal that our method
shows improvements in terms of time and accuracy com-
pared to our previous reported work [13].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
briefly describe how the face is being detected and located
from the video sequence in Section 2. In Section 3, we
describe the adaptive face model and in the subsequent sec-
tion, we present our main method using energy minimiza-
tion criterion(EMC). Experiments and the results are shown
in Section 5. Finally, we put our conclusion in Section 6.

2. Face Detection and Localization

In this section, we present our method to detect and lo-
cate a face from a video sequence. This is the most im-
portant and critical task in our work because patch size
and TM rely on this area. Methods to extract human face
from an image have been published in [2], [5], [16], [14],
[12], [15] using color information, and [8], [1] using sta-
tistical learning approach. An overall survey for exist-
ing methods has also been done and published by Yang et
al.[17]. Generally, approaches using human skin-color dis-
tribution are preferred due to its’ computational simplicity
reason and robustness towards complex scene. In such ap-
proach there are three techniques exist: (1)prepare a human-
skin color model and calculate the distance from a pixel
in local image to the distribution model using Euclidean,
Mahalanobis[2][3] distance, etc., (2)fix a range value as
the parameters for each domain in a color space through
experiment[12], and (3)prepare a Look Up Table (LUT) for
speeding up the computation time.

In our approach, we locate skin-like regions by perform-
ing color segmentation and verify the parameters empiri-
cally. For segmentation purpose, we consider therg color
spaceand refer to work done by Terrillon et al.[14]. They
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Figure 1. Detection of face region:(a)input image, (b)skin-

color pixels, (c)after being binarized and region segmen-

tation, (d)after background dilation, and (e)the face re-

gion is shown in rectangle.

show that normalizedrg color space is independent from
camera types and robust to extract human skin-color. Al-
ternatively, similar color spaces (e.g. HSV, TSL, YIQ) can
be used as well. Readers interested in color-segmentation
are referred to the work reported by Sigal et al. in [10]
for the latest published material. For skin-color segmen-
tation, it is sufficient to considerr andg as discriminating
color information. These domains describe the human skin-
color and can be defined or estimated a priori to be used
as the reference for any human skin color. In our work,
we have fixed the parameters for each domain as follows:
0.37 ≤ r ≤ 0.47 and0.28 ≤ g ≤ 0.35. In Figure 1(b), we
show an example of our segmentation method.

To verify and locate where the face is, we make an as-
sumption that the biggest skin region exists in the image
is the face. At first, we make regions by connecting pix-
els that are 8-neighbor connected and subsequently, delete
small regions by applying background dilation algorithm,
as shown in Figure 1(c) and (d), respectively. Then, we
compute the vertical and horizontal projections using im-
age in (d) to estimate the location of the face vertically and
horizontally(Figure 1(e)).

3. Adaptive Face Model

The face model in our work is defined as a model con-
sists of regions known as right eye region(RER), left eye
region(LER) and mouth region(MOR)(shown in Figure 2).
Interested features, which are right eye(REF), left eye(LEF)
and mouth (MOF) will be searched within these three re-
gions using TM. Each region in face model is computed by
verifying two values, center of vertical and horizontal inte-
gral projections. The former divides the face region hori-
zontally (face horizontal center(Fhc)), while the latter di-
vides the face region vertically (face vertical center(Fvc)).
However, onlyFhc is used during tracking. Due to this
difference, we associate two types of face model in EMo-
Tracker. The definitions of each of them are given below:
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Figure 2. Analysis of vertical and horizontal integral pro-

jections to create face model.

• Rigid face model – this model is used only during
initialization, which occurs either when EMoTracker
begins tracking or when it recovers itself due to error
detection. It consists of RER, LER and MOR.

• Adaptive face model– this model is renewed in each
frame and is applied during tracking. Since searching
for MOF is always done below both eyes using tem-
poral information from previous frame, we skip com-
putingFvc. Thus, only RER and LER are known us-
ing this model. When the position of both pupils are
known at timet, the area between both pupils at this
time t will be utilized to defineFhc in the subsequent
frame, t + 1. Using Fhc, searching for each of cor-
responding facial component can be kept only within
high possibility area.

Utilizing only rigid face model along the tracking pro-
cess is insufficient in this framework. As values ofFhc and
Fvc are computed from horizontal edge image [13], noise
such as edges between hair and forehead, ears and back
neck, influence the projections. As a result, false-positive
Fhc is given which consequently effects the results. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates these problems. The red line showsFhc.
Adaptive face model shows correctFhc even subject pans
deeper to the right. We have also considered the area to per-
form the vertical projection so that noise can be reduced.
As our tracking results provide size of eyes areas as well,
we utilize the area shown in Figure 4 top-left image to de-
termineFhc using linear discriminant analysis1.

4. Energy Minimization Criterion

In TM technique, a matched area in the image is given
by the maximum correlation results without taking into con-
sideration some other additional factors. However, in this
tracking framework, while face moves, shades and shapes
of facial features change with regards to face movement.
This creates possibilities for the tracker to select incorrect
area surrounding the target. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 5. To solve this problem, we propose a method that uti-

1Linear discriminant analysis is used for various applications. One of
the example is Ohtsu’s method [7], which is used for threshold selection.

Input image Rigid face model Adaptive face model

Image at initialize stage 

Figure 3. Vertical integral projection using different face

model. Adaptive face model shown to be more reliable

than rigid face model in handling variant face pose.

Figure 4. Vertical integral projection results from two dif-

ferent areas shown in rectangles. Images on left show

the selected area, while images on right show the actual

projection results.

lizes face geometrical constraints in addition to the correla-
tion results. Matched areas are defined as the areas that have
high correlation values and placed at a certain face geomet-
rical constraint. These areas (referred to as “candidates”)
are also considered as the candidates that possessenergy
minimization criterion. Using TM, we list outn possible
candidates by referring to their correlation values. They are
arranged in descending order. Eyes candidates that mini-
mize energy between eyes,Eeyes and mouth candidate that
minimizes energy between eyes and mouth,Emouth will be
considered as the correct areas.

4.1. Feature Selective

To increase reliability during TM, we proposefeature se-
lective(FS)technique. Using this technique, we seek the
feature vector that best represents each corresponding facial
component in face model regions. As a result, EMoTracker
can automatically choose a suitable template depending on
the appearance of the facial components. For example, a
horizontal edges template would be suitable for a face with
long front hair instead of intensity template, as we illustrate
in Figure 6. Using templates made from a single feature
vector for all subjects or for all facial components is unfor-
tunately unreliable. For this purpose, we prepare two differ-
ent feature vector templates, intensity and horizontal edges
templates (made from haar horizontal transformed image).
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Figure 6. Results based on EMC (n=10) with a single fea-

ture vector template. An appropriate template type for

each corresponding facial component is desired when

multiple face type is considered.

4.2. Eyes Selection

Criteria to minimize the energy between both eyes are
shown in these following items:

1. correlation value– we set the higher the correlation
value is, the lower would the energy be,

2. horizontal distancebetween both eyes – a minimum
horizontal distance between both candidates produces
the minimum energy,

3. vertical distancebetween both eyes – a minimum ver-
tical distance between both candidates produces the
minimum energy.

The last two show that eyes are always near to each other
in any face situation. Since TM for eyes are done inde-
pendently for each eye, our tracker may handle detection of
both eyes even the face tilts(eyes are placed diagonally) a
little.

PEw
= (0.5) ∗ Fw,

PEh
= (0.8) ∗ PEw .

(1)

Eex(i, j) = ‖∆xe(i,j)‖/PEw ,
Eey (i, j) = ‖∆ye(i,j)‖/PEh

,
ERC(i) = (1.0−REyeCorrelationi),
ELC(j) = (1.0− LEyeCorrelationj).

(2)
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h 
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Figure 7. Parameters derived from face geometrical con-

straints to compute corresponding energies for selecting

correct eyes.

Eeyes(i, j) = λe1Eex(i, j) + λe2Eey (i, j)
+λe3ERC(i) + λe4ELC(j). (3)

Equation (2) shows how each parameter is normal-
ized and equation to determine the minimum of total en-
ergy,Eeyes(i, j) is defined in Equation (3).Eex(i, j) and
Eey (i, j) are the horizontal and vertical energies between
both eyes candidates (Figure 7). These energies are normal-
ized with the patch width and height respectively, to over-
come scaling problems.(i, j) is the index for right and left
eye candidates, respectively.λe1 ∼ λe4 are the weight-
ing parameters for each respective energy. In our work,
λe1 ∼ λe4 are set to1.0. In Figure 6, we show the re-
sults based on EMC using 10 candidates with a single fea-
ture vector template (for all interested facial components).
Here, higher numbered candidates demonstrate higher sim-
ilarity results while the black regions are actually showing
that no candidate is listed. This happens because only can-
didates with correlation values higher than a fixed threshold
value are considered.

Besides computing the energies, it is necessary to com-
pute the patch size. In our work, we compute the eyes patch
size using the equations defined in Equation (1). The com-
putation is done with reference to the detected face width,
Fw, thus, can be performed automatically along the track-
ing process. Face height is neglected when computing the
patch height due to this value is an inconsistent value. Area
where neck appears influent this value very much.PEw

,
PEh

andFw represent patch width, patch height and face
width, respectively.

4.3. Mouth Selection

Selection for mouth is done after both eyes have been
selected. Criteria to minimize the energy between eyes and
mouth are shown in these following items:

1. correlation value– analogous to Section 4.2, we make
the higher the correlation value is, the lower would the
energy be,

2. vertical distancebetween mouth and eyes – a mini-
mum vertical distance that complies with some restric-
tions shown in Equation (6) between lower side of the
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Figure 8. Parameters derived from face geometrical con-

straints to compute corresponding energies to select

correct mouth. Left image shows how energy is com-

puted relative to vertical distance, and right image shows

definition of θi (Θi = 0.0 if θi = 90.0)

selected eyes to the upper side of mouth area produce
the minimum energy,

3. angle – an angle formed by the intersection of two
lines, i.e. line connecting both eyes and line connect-
ing mouth and center of both eyes. As mouth is po-
sitioned perpendicular to center of the line connecting
both eyes, we define the energy for this angle value
as0.0 when this assumption is complied, as shown in
Equation (7).

Equation (8) defines the total of minimum energy to select
correct mouth among the candidates. A few restrictions to
fulfill mouth placement on face have also been associated.
We define these in Equation (6) and Equation (7). In Fig-
ure 8, we illustrate corresponding parameters to minimize
the total energy.(i) is the candidates index,λm1 ∼ λm3

are the weighting parameters for each energy. In the ex-
periment, we setλm1 ∼ λm3 to 1.0. For mouth selection,
we compute different patch size as shown in Equation (4).
PMw andPMh

represent mouth patch width and height, re-
spectively.

PMw = (1.2) ∗ Fw,
PMh

= (0.8) ∗ PMw
.

(4)

Emy
(i) = ∆ym(i)/PMh

,
Emθ

(i) = Θi,
EMC(i) = (1.0−MouthCorrelationi).

(5)

∆Mi =





0.5− Emy (i), (Emy (i) < 0.0),
0.0, (0.0 ≤ Emy

(i) < 0.5),
0.5 + Emy

(i), (0.5 ≤ Emy
(i)).

(6)

Θi =
{

90.0− θi, (θi <= 90.0),
θi − 90.0, (θi > 90.0). (7)

Emouth(i) = λm1∆Mi+λm2Emθ
(i)+λm3EMC(i). (8)

4.4. Pupils Detection

We detect pupils using TM. As the templates for these
facial components look similar to eye brows, we search for
these components within two third lower area of detected
eyes. The darkest pixels within detected areas are assumed
as the pupil centers. During tracking, searching for the dark-
est pixel is performed within previously detected area.

5. Experiments and Results

We have divided our experiment into two parts. First
part is to evaluate the performance of proposed method in
detection accuracy as well as the optimal candidates quan-
tity. Typical TM technique is also performed in this part. In
the second part, we evaluate the performance of proposed
method in tracking manner. Results that are derived from
the first experiment are utilized in this experiment. We also
incorporate an adaptive face model in this experiment too.

For the test data, we prepared six color video sequences
taken from different subjects. These subjects consist of
three face types,i.e. normal face(NF), face with long front
hair(LFH) and face with spectacles(FWS). Each of them
was asked to move their face towards right and left with
a slight pan, as well as forward and backward. Tracking
precision was computed based on how many hits achieved
compared to frame quantity. Here, a hit forREF and LEF
means eye brows and eyes are included in the detected cor-
rect areas, a hit forMOF means lips are included in the
detected correct area, and a hit foreach pupil means the
cross for corresponding pupil is made on the correct pupil.

Results for the first part of the experiment are shown in
Table 1. Obviously, using typical template matching ap-
proach yields the worst result among all. Although it shows
improvement when FS is utilized, using additional criteria
that we have proposed has shown superior results above all
observations. Failures are mostly caused by the failure of
detecting a good face region and background noise, which
caused by face pans to right and left more than approxi-
mately30◦. From experiment, using more than 10 candi-
dates with FS has shown a saturation state, therefore, we
employ 10 candidates for detection purpose in our work.
On the other hand, while 10 candidates is found to be the
optimal candidates for detection purpose, we examine the
optimal candidates for tracking purpose in the second ex-
periment.

Table 1. Averaged detection precision for typical template

matching (n=1) and proposed method.

Methods Grayscale(%) Haar(%) FS(%)

TM(n=1) 87.5 88.9 89.1
EMC(n=10) 90.1 94.8 97.0



Table 2. Tracking results using adaptive face model in the

second experiment.

Candidates 1 3 5 10

Ave. Tracking Precision(%) 95.7 98.3 98.4 97.9
Processing Time(msec) 2.51 2.73 2.85 2.98

As usually performed in tracking framework, we utilize
previously detected positions to search for corresponding
components in current frame. We initially start with 10 can-
didates and repeat the same experiment using 5, 3 and 1
candidate(s). Surprisingly, using less candidates with adap-
tive face model has shown an increment in tracking accu-
racy. But however, when only 1 candidate is utilized, the
worst result is observed. This is identical to using TM in
tracking framework. In our work, our interested facial com-
ponents are not small areas. Although searching at previ-
ously detected position leads to high possibility detection,
yet the problem of appearance changes is remained un-
solved. Above all this, the processing time for each of 3 and
5 candidates is only 2.73 msec and 2.85 msec, respectively,
which ensure us that our proposed method has a high relia-
bility in tracking precision and feasible for real-time appli-
cations. (For reference, our experiments were performed on
a Celeron 2.2GHz CPU with 512 MByte of memory. The
OS is FreeBSD 4.7 release.)

6. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel method to detect and track
facial components in real-time. This method has been em-
bedded into a tracker given by a name,EMoTracker. Our
method determines the correct components based on en-
ergy minimization criterion. Instead of utilizing the similar-
ity or correlation in template matching independently, we
take into consideration some face geometrical constraints
about the placement of corresponding facial components on
face to compute related energies. Candidates that minimize
these energies are considered as the correct areas. Addition-
ally, we also proposed feature selective technique, which
showed empirically to improve results using typical tem-
plate matching. On top of that, we have further improved
our method by incorporated adaptive face model into EMo-
Tracker. More than 98% of tracking precision has been
achieved in our work that requires approximately about
2.7∼2.9 msec of processing time. In the near future, we
plan to improve the performance by adjusting the template
size with respect to face pose.
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